Barina Craft Introduces Home Bars with Flush Bar Top Option
Barina Craft, a manufacturer of home furnishings, is marking the Summer of 2009
with the introduction of their flush bar top as a standard optional feature.
May 5, 2009 (FPRC) -- Dublin, OH - Barina Craft, a manufacturer of home furnishings, is marking
the Summer of 2009 with the introduction of their flush bar top as a standard optional feature.
Traditional bar designs, whether for home, tavern or club, usually include a large distinctive molding
which surrounds the top surface. This rail normally protrudes above the bar top acting as an arm
rest and potentially containing some of the spills. Since the vast majority of bars are simply
rectangular plywood boxes in various configurations, the arm rail and other moulding strips fastened
to corners and in patterns are what provide the styling characteristics. These architectural details are
often a different wood species or finished to make them compliment the interior design of the room
as well as standing out.
As an alternative, many contemporary designs incorporate a flat or smooth bar top. These may
offer a little more surface area from the same footprint, translating into a slight increase in the space
available for drinks and garnishes.
In keeping with classic wooden boat design, many if not most had smooth decks with few if any
protruding elements other than hardware. You may now choose a level plane mounted or recessed
bar top for your home bar. Both reflect the beauty and grace of traditional nautical designs. Barina
Craft's growing list of standard features translates into an extensive array of combinations for
virtually any home bar wish list or requirement.
Founded in 2007, Barina Craft offers home bar furniture via their website with shipments throughout
the continental United States. All of their elegant home bars are artisan crafted in the USA with
complete details available at http://www.barinacraft.com/.###
Contact Information
For more information contact Customer Service of Barina Craft (http://www.barinacraft.com)
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